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PREPARE EFFICIENTLY
The BriefCam Video Content Analytics Platform 
enables law enforcement to drive the preparation 
that is critical for efficient and effective policing. 
When law enforcement agencies dynamically 
integrate cutting-edge technologies and train forces 
to utilise the latest security methodologies, they 
empower police to prevent incidents, protect people 
and property and pursue intelligence and evidence.

RAPID TIME-TO-VALUE: The BriefCam Video Content 
Analytics Platform complements existing video 
surveillance systems for immediately transforming 
video data into actionable intelligence.

COMPREHENSIVE & EXTENSIBLE: To combat the 
challenges of modern-day law enforcement, 
BriefCam offers a robust portfolio of critical video 
analytics capabilities, delivered in three fully 
integrated platform modules, REVIEW, RESPOND 
AND RESEARCH.

FLEXIBLE ARCHITECTURE: BriefCam offers flexible 
deployment options, including centralised, 
distributed, cloud, edge and hybrid architectures, as 
well as the turnkey Investigator Appliance.

BRIEFCAM FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT
Transform Video Into Actionable Intelligence for Driving 
Preparation, Prevention, Protection and Pursuit 
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PREVENT PROACTIVELY
BriefCam helps police agencies prevent public safety 
issues by providing comprehensive situational 
intelligence and real-time alerting, empowering 
police to make intelligent decisions for immediate 
and long-term responses to their challenges.

CREATE VIDEO INTELLIGENCE DASHBOARDS: BriefCam 
aggregates and extracts video data into visual 
reports, dashboards, and heatmaps that reveal 
trends and patterns. Quantitatively analyse video 
and derive actionable insights for data-driven 
safety, security, and operational decision making, 
from optimising traffic flows and people counting 
to preventing crime by identifying anomalous and 
suspicious behaviours captured in video.

DERIVE FORENSIC INTELLIGENCE IN THE FIELD: The 
BriefCam Mobile Application, extends BriefCam’s 
powerful post-event investigation capabilities 
into the field and makes video searchable on 
the go. Rapidly pinpoint men, women, children, 
and vehicles, as well as face recognition, across 
surveillance cameras, within selected time ranges, 
all from a mobile device.

TRIGGER REAL-TIME ALERTS: Create real-time, rule- 
based alerts to drive proactive and immediate 
response to dynamic situations, from terrorist 
threats to missing persons.
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PROTECT EFFECTIVELY
BriefCam’s real-time alerts enable organizations 
to protect people and places and respond to 
situational changes as they unfold.

WATCHLIST & ALERT CONFIGURATION: Rapidly 
detect and trigger alerts for suspicious or missing 
persons or vehicles based on watchlists of digital 
images, with BriefCam’s fully-integrated “In the 
Wild” face recognition and license plate recognition 
technologies.

OBJECT CLASSIFICATION ALERTS: Trigger notifications 
when certain conditions are met; with BriefCam’s 
comprehensive object classification, appearance 
similarity and line crossing detection, you can 
pinpoint persons of interest without biometric data.

PEOPLE COUNTING ALERTS: Identify anomalous 
activity in real time and monitor the increase or 
decrease of people in a pre-defined range of view 
or area with real-time count-based alerts. Operators 
are alerted when the defined threshold is crossed, 
enabling police to make quick decisions, respond 
rapidly and deploy relevant personnel.

ABOUT BRIEFCAM
BriefCam is the industry’s leading provider of VIDEO SYNOPSIS® and Deep Learning solutions for rapid video 
review and search, face recognition, real-time alerting and quantitative video insights. By transforming raw 
video into actionable intelligence, BriefCam dramatically shortens the time-to-target for security threats  
while increasing safety and optimizing operations.

www.briefcam.com

PURSUE PRODUCTIVELY
BriefCam’s unmatched object detection and 
extraction accuracy dramatically improves post-event 
investigation productivity by pinpointing people and 
objects of interest with speed and precision.

SEARCH FOR EVIDENCE ACROSS CAMERAS: Advanced 
multi-camera search identifies men, women, 
children and vehicles of interest, using accurate 
face and license plate recognition, appearance  
similarity,  apparel, colour, size, speed, path, 
direction, dwell, and illumination change filters.

MANAGE CASES EFFECTIVELY: Organise all video assets 
of an investigation in a single container, bookmark 
objects of interest, summarise case findings in an 
exportable report, and collaborate on cases with 
other users.

ACCELERATE VIDEO REVIEW: BriefCam’s VIDEO 
SYNOPSIS® solution simultaneously  presents 
objects that have appeared at different times within 
the video, resulting in a dramatically shorter video 
segment that enables viewers to analyse the scene 
and review of hours of video in minutes.
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